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Abstract. Nowadays, software systems are complex and large. To cope with this situation, teams of
developers have to cooperate and work in parallel on software models. Thus, techniques to support the
collaborative development of models are a must. To this end, several approaches exist to identify the
change operations applied in parallel, to detect conflicts among them, as well as to construct a merged
model by incorporating all non-conflicting operations. Conflicts often denote situations where the
application of one operation disables the applicability of another one. Consequently, one operation has
to be omitted to construct a valid merged model in such scenarios. When having to decide which
operation to omit, the importance of their application, depending on the operation type and the
application context, has to be taken into account. However, existing work treat the operations to merge
with equal importance. We introduce in this paper, for the first time, a multi-objective formulation of
the problem of model merging, based on NSGA-II, that aims to find the best trade-off between
minimizing the number of omitted operations and maximizing the number of successfully applied
important operations. We evaluated our approach using seven open source systems and compared it
with different existing model merging approaches. The merging solutions obtained with our approach
were found in 100% of the scenarios of our experiments to be comparable in terms of minimizing the
number of conflicts to those suggested by existing approaches and to carry a high importance score of
merged operations. Our results also revealed an interesting feature about the trade-off between the two
conflicting objectives that demonstrates the practical value of taking the importance of operations into
account in model merging tasks since the shape of the Pareto front represents an interesting guidance
for developers to select best solutions based on their preferences.

Keywords: Search-based software engineering, software maintenance, merging, multi-objective
optimization.
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Introduction

Nowadays, the majority of industrial software companies are dealing with projects involving
high number of requirements, hard deadlines and high expectations in terms of efficiency and
quality of the resulting software [24]. Thus, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is applied
increasingly to cope with the complexity of software systems by raising the level of
abstraction. To address the size of software systems, teams of developers have to cooperate
and work in parallel on software models. Consequently, techniques to support building
models collaboratively are highly required.
When models are changed in parallel, they have to be merged eventually to obtain a
consolidated model. Therefore, several approaches have been proposed for detecting the
operations that have been applied in parallel by developers. Once the applied operations are
available, conflict detection algorithms are used to identify pairs of operations that interfere
with each other (cf. [16] for a survey on model versioning approaches). In this regard, a
conflict denotes a pair of operations, whereas one operation masks the effect of the other (i.e.,
they do not commute) or one operation disables the applicability of the other. An example for
the former is a pair of parallel operations that update the same feature in the model with
different values. The latter case is at hand if one operation’s preconditions are not valid
anymore after applying the operations of the other developer. Such a scenario frequently
occurs if composite operations, e.g., model refactorings [4][28], are applied, because they
have potentially complex preconditions that may easily be invalidated by parallel operations.
For resolving conflicts, empirical studies [27] showed that users prefer to work with a
tentative merged model acting as a basis for reasoning about possible conflict resolutions,
instead of working with the list of operations in terms of choosing to reject one or the other
conflicting operation for creating a merged model. A few approaches respect this preference
and produce a merged model by applying all non-conflicting operations; conflicting
operations are omitted. However, especially in case of a large number of conflicts, many
operations are not merged with this strategy, leading to a tentative merged model that lacks in
reflecting the maximal combined effect of the parallel operations. Furthermore, the majority
of existing work [1][2][3][12][13][14] treat the refactoring operations to merge with equal
importance. However, in a real world scenario these operations have different importance and
priority scores that can depend on the type of the refactoring and the context of the refactoring
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application. Thus, in existing work the developer cannot integrate her/his priority preferences
related to the importance of some refactorings that should be included in the merging process.
In this paper, we extended our previous work published at GECCO’13 [38] where a monoobjective genetic algorithm is proposed for model merging to minimize the number of
conflicts. We propose in this paper, for the first time, a novel multi-objective formulation of
the problem of model merging based on NSGA-II proposed by Deb et al. [39]. Our multiobjective approach aims to find the best trade-off between minimizing the number of conflicts
and maximizing the number of successfully applied important operations. As mentioned
already, an important kind of conflict denotes pairs of operations where one operation
disables the applicability of the other. Whether one operation disables the other, however,
often depends on the order in which they are applied. Thus, we aim at computing an operation
sequence that minimizes the number of disabled operations among all parallel operations,
including the conflicting ones. At the same time, our multi-objective formulation minimizes
the number of disabled refactorings that are important. Our approach takes as input the initial
model and the revised ones (i.e., the different parallel versions), a list of the applied
operations, which is computed as described in previous work [25][26] and an importance
score for each composite operation, and generates as output a set of merging solutions that
reflect the best trade-off between the two conflicting objectives mentioned before. The
importance score for each composite operation can be calculated manually or automatically.
In our experiments, we calculated this importance score using quality metrics that formalize
the complexity of a class that will be modified and a classification of the types of composite
operations based on their complexity. In general, larger composite operations (combination of
atomic and smaller composite operations) are more important than smaller ones.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:
-

This paper introduces a novel formulation of the model merging problem as a

multi-objective problem that takes into account the importance and priority of the proposed
composite operation during the merging process. To the best of our knowledge, and based on
recent search-based software engineering (SBSE) surveys [29][30], this is the first work to
use multi-objective optimization for model merging.
-

The paper reports on the results of an empirical study of our multi-objective

proposal as applied to seven open source systems. We compared our approach to random
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search, multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) [40], mono-objective model
merging (GECCO2013) [38] and a practical model merging technique [1]. The results provide
evidence to support the claim that our proposal enables the generation of efficient model
merging solutions to be comparable in terms of minimizing the number of conflicts to those
suggested by existing approaches and to carry a high importance score of merged operations.
Our results also revealed an interesting feature about the trade-off between the two conflicting
objectives that demonstrates the practical value of taking the importance of operations into
account in model merging tasks.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the background of
model merging and demonstrates the challenges addressed in this paper based on a motivating
example. In Section 3, we give an overview of our proposal and explain how we adapted the
NSGA-II algorithm to find optimal operation sequences. Section 4 discusses the design and
results of the empirical evaluation of our approach. After surveying related work in Section 5,
we conclude with some pointers to future work in Section 6.
2

Model Merging Challenges

In this section, we briefly introduce the context, concepts, and challenges of model merging
based on a motivating example.
2.1

Background on Model Merging

In general, two kinds of merge approaches can be distinguished [15]. First, state-based merge
approaches aim at merging two model versions by combining their model elements into one
merged model. Second, operation-based merge approaches in contrast do not reason about the
models’ states, but consider recorded operation histories and apply the combination of the
parallel histories to the common initial version to compute the merged version.
For both approaches, the notion of conflict is essential, because when having two parallel
evolutions of one model, not all operations may be combined to compute one unique merged
model. Basically, we can distinguish between two kinds of conflicts. First, two operations are
conflicting if one operation masks the effect of the other operation in the merged version: e.g.,
for update/update conflicts, the latter update in the operation sequence applied on the model is
effective, while the former update is lost. Thus, such conflicting operations are not confluent:
different operation sequences result in different models. Second, a conflict also occurs if one
operation disables the applicability of the other. Every operation has specific preconditions,
4

e.g., an update of an element can only be performed when the element still exists; otherwise a
delete/update conflict is raised.
Operation-based merge approaches [17] usually consider besides atomic operations (i.e,
additions, deletions, and updates), also composite operations, such as model refactorings,
which consist of a set of atomic operations and additional potentially more complex
preconditions. For instance, in the case of model refactorings, certain conditions have to be
fulfilled before a refactoring is applicable in order to preserve the semantics of a model after
the refactoring has been applied. While in the operation history produced by one single
developer, the preconditions of the operations are clearly fulfilled, this is not guaranteed when
two operation histories from two different developers are combined. But this is exactly what
is required to perform operation-based merging with the goal of maximizing the combined
effect of the parallel operations.
A pure phasing-based approach is in general not solving this problem. For instance, applying
first the operation history of developer A and afterwards the operation history of developer B,
only the applicability of the operations of developer A is maximized. But there may be better
solutions by intermingling the operation histories of developer A and B. Considering all
possible permutations of two operation histories, we end up with a complexity of n! (where n
is the amount of all applied operations of both developers). Considering the length of
operation histories in practice, using an exhaustive approach is not feasible.
2.2

Model Merging Challenges: A Motivating Example

For making the model merging challenges more concrete, we make use of a motivating
example. The starting point is the UML class diagram shown in Figure 1a. This version of a
person management system has been subject to parallel evolution by two developers who
concurrently applied a set of atomic and composite operations leading to the version shown in
Figure 1b and 1c, respectively.
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(a)

Person
birthday :	
  Date	
  
city :	
  String	
  
citycode :	
  Integer

1.1	
  Delete	
  attribute

2.1	
  Extract Class

1.2 PullUp attribute

2.2 Concrete to
Abstract	
  Class

1.3 Subclass to
Enumeration

Male
name :	
  String

Female
name :	
  String
(c)

(b)

Person
name :	
  String
birthday :	
  Date	
  
citycode :	
  Integer	
  
gender :	
  {male,female}

2.3 Change
multiplicity

«abstract»

Person

birthday :	
  Date	
  

Male
name:	
  String[]

address
1..1

Address
city :	
  String	
  
cityCode :	
  String	
  

Female
name :	
  String

Figure 1: Parallel Evolution of a Class Diagram: (a) Initial Model v0, (b) Revised Model v1a,
(c) Revised Model v1b.
First, developer A deletes the city attribute of class Person, because she identifies that this
attribute is redundant, as the information is already covered by cityCode attribute.
Furthermore, developer A is applying the Pull Up Attribute refactoring in a second step: the
name attribute of classes Male and Female are substituted by introducing this attribute to the
class Person. This refactoring is represented by one composite operation which contains all
atomic operations. The precondition of this refactoring is clearly fulfilled: both subclasses of
class Person have the name attribute with the same property values, i.e., same data type and
multiplicities. Finally, developer A applies another refactoring: substituting the now empty
subclasses by an enumeration-typed attribute. The precondition for applying this refactoring is
that the superclass receiving the enumeration-typed attribute is a concrete class and not an
abstract one. The resulting model incorporating all mentioned changes is shown in Figure 1b.
Developer B applies the Extract Class refactoring to create an explicit class for the address
information, and subsequently, the Concrete to Abstract Class refactoring. Again, these two
refactorings are represented by composite operation consisting of several atomic operations.
Please note that the Concrete To Abstract Class refactoring comprises a dedicated
precondition that has to be fulfilled, namely the subject for this refactoring has to provide at
6

least one concrete subclass. Furthermore, developer B changes the upper bound cardinality of
the name attribute of class Male from one to many by marking this attribute as an array. The
resulting model is depicted in Figure 1c.
Now a naive operation-based merge approach may apply the operations of developer A to the
initial model, and subsequently, on this intermediate version, the changes of developer B. The
result of this merge strategy is illustrated in Figure 2a. However, in this sequence, the Extract
Class refactoring is not applicable anymore, because the city attribute is already missing.
Furthermore, the Concrete to Abstract Class refactoring is disabled as well due to the
unsatisfied precondition for the intermediate version that is produced by applying the
operations of developer A. Starting with the operations of developer B and continuing with
the operations of developer A, also leads to two disabled operations: the Pull Up Attribute
refactoring cannot be executed, because the name attributes in both subclasses have different
cardinalities after applying the operations by developer B. Thus, the precondition of the
refactoring is not fulfilled, and consequently, the operation cannot be applied. The same is
true for the Subclass to Enumeration refactoring.
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Person
(a)

name :	
  String[]
birthday :	
  Date	
  
cityCode :	
  String
gender :	
  {male,female}

Merge Sequence :	
  {1.1,	
  1.2,	
  1.3,	
  2.3}	
  	
  Skipped Changes:	
  {2.1,	
  2.2}	
  

Person
(b)

address

name :	
  String[]
birthday :	
  Date	
  
gender :	
  {male,female}

1..1

Address
cityCode :	
  String	
  

Merge Sequence :	
  {2.1,	
  1.1,	
  1.2,	
  2.3,	
  1.3}	
  	
  Skipped Changes:	
  {2.2}	
  
«abstract»

Person

(c)

name :	
  String[]
birthday :	
  Date	
  

Male

address
1..1

Address
cityCode :	
  String	
  

Female

Merge Sequence :	
  {2.1,	
  1.1,	
  1.2,	
  2.3,	
  2.2}	
  	
  Skipped Changes:	
  {1.3}	
  

Figure 2: Partially Merged Solutions: (a) Pure phasing approach, (b) Operation interleaving
and prioritizing Subclasses to Enumeration and (c) Operation interleaving and prioritizing
Concrete to Abstract Class.
Now the question arises whether there are more appropriate solutions in terms of sequences of
operations that enable constructing a merged model that maximizes the combined effect of
both developers. In our example, 720 different operation sequences have to be considered in
addition to the previous two. In fact, for our example, solutions exist that allow for applying
more operations successfully by intermingling the operations of developer A and B than using
a pure phasing approach. For instance, executing the Extract Class refactoring, deleting the
cityName attribute, executing the Pull Up Attribute and Subclass to Enumeration refactorings,
and finally, setting the upper bound cardinality represents one operation sequence (cf. Figure
2b) that contains more enabled operations as the pure phasing approach (cf. Figure 2a).
However, one operation is disabled, namely Concrete to Abstract Class is in conflict with
Subclass to Enumeration irrespective of the application sequence. Thus, the merge solution
shown in Figure 2c contains also the successful application of five operations and one
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disabled operation. Due to the fact that both operations are mutual exclusive, it is only
possible to enable one of them. Selecting the operation that should be considered requires
having a statement on the importance of the operation. One statement may be derived from
the magnitude of an operation, i.e., the amount of atomic changes applied. In this case, the
merge solution shown in Figure 2b may be more preferable.
It is important to stress that for six operations, an exhaustive based approach is applicable, but
when doubling the number of operations, we already have to explore over 470 million
combinations because n! solutions exist where n is the number of operations. Thus, in the next
section a scalable approach to solve this problem is presented that is able to consider the
importance of operations, as well as to explore the sequences that maximize the application of
operations.
3

Model Merging as a Multi-Objective Problem

We now describe our proposal and how we consider merging different model versions as a
multi-objective optimization problem. We start by giving an overview of our approach and
provide subsequently a more detailed description on how we adapted and used the NSGA-II
algorithm for the problem of model merging.
3.1

Overview

The goal of our approach is to construct a tentative merged model that minimizes the number
of disabled operations and maximizes the number of important enabled ones. Therefore, we
use a multi-objective optimization algorithm to compute an optimal sequence of merging
operations in terms of finding trade-offs between minimizing the number of operations that
are disabled by preceding operations and maximizing the number of important operations that
are enabled.
The general structure of our approach is sketched in Figure 3 The search-based process takes
as inputs the sequences of operations that have been applied concurrently to a model by an
arbitrary number of developers with an importance score for each composite operation. These
sequences can be detected using operation detection algorithms presented in previous work
[26]. Note that these sequences may also be obtained alternatively by tools that record
operations directly in the modeling editor. The sequences are composed of operation
applications, thereby each entry in a sequence states the operation type as well as the elements
on which it has been applied. Having these sequences at hand, we may now combine them
9

into one common sequence of operations and compute the number of disabled operations.
Therefore, we use composite operation specifications that contain explicitly specified
preconditions in combination with a condition evaluation engine [12] to verify whether the
preconditions of each operation in a sequence are fulfilled in a certain state of a model after
the preceding operations in the sequence have been applied. If we determine an operation with
invalid preconditions in a certain state of the model, we consider this operation to be disabled
in the respective operation sequence.

Figure 3. Multi-objective model merging: overview
The process of generating a solution can be viewed as the mechanism that finds the best order
among all possible operation sequences that minimizes the number of disabled operations and
maximizes the number of enabled important ones. The size of the search space is determined
not only by the number of operations applied by the different developers on the same model,
but also by the order in which they are applied. Due to the large number of possible
refactoring sequences and the two conflicting objectives to optimize, we considered
refactoring merging as a multi-objective optimization problem. In the next subsection, we
describe the adaptation of NSGA-II [39] to our problem domain.
3.2

NSGA-II Adaptation for the Model Merging Problem

3.2.1

Background definitions

Before describing the adaptation of NSGA-II to the multi-objective model merging problem,
some background definition related to multi-objective optimization should be given [41]:
Definition 1 (MOP). A multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) consists in minimizing
or maximizing an objective function vector under some constraints. The general form of a
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⎧Min f ( x) = [ f1 ( x), f 2 ( x),..., f M ( x)]T
⎪
j = 1,...,P;
⎪ g j ( x) ≥ 0
⎨
k = 1,...,Q;
⎪hk ( x) = 0
⎪ L
U
i = 1,...,n.
⎩ xi ≤ xi ≤ xi

MOP is as follows:

(1)
where M is the number of objective functions, P is the number of inequality constraints, Q is
the number of equality constraints, xiL and xiU correspond to the lower and upper bounds of
the variable xi . A solution xi satisfying the (P+Q) constraints is said feasible and the set of all
feasible solutions defines the feasible search space denoted by Ω. In this formulation, we
consider a minimization MOP since maximization can be easily turned to minimization based
on the duality principle by multiplying each objective function by -1. The resolution of a
MOP consists in approximating the whole Pareto front.
Definition 2 (Pareto optimality).
I = {1,..., M } either ∀ m ∈ I

A solution x* ∈ Ω is Pareto optimal if ∀ x ∈ Ω and

we have f m ( x) = f m ( x* ) or there is at least one m ∈ I such that

f m ( x) > f m ( x * ) .

The definition of Pareto optimality states that x* is Pareto optimal if no feasible vector x
exists which would improve some objective without causing a simultaneous worsening in at
least another one. Other important definitions associated with Pareto optimality are essentially
the following:
Definition 3 (Pareto dominance). A solution u = (u1,u2,..., un) is said to dominate another
solution v= (v1,v2,...,vn) (denoted by f (u )  f (v) ) if and only if f (u ) is partially less than f (v) .
In other words, ∀ m ∈ {1,..., M } we have f m (u ) ≤ f m (v) and ∃ m ∈ {1,..., M } where f m (u ) < f m (v) .
Definition 4 (Pareto optimal set). For a MOP f (x) , the Pareto optimal set is
P* = { x ∈ Ω ¬∃ x'∈ Ω, f ( x' )  f ( x)}.

Definition 5 (Pareto optimal front). For a given MOP f (x) and its Pareto optimal set P * , the

{

}

*
*
Pareto front is PF = f ( x), x ∈ P .

3.2.2

NSGA-II
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f2

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

Layer 4

Delete most
crowded solutions
from the last
considered layer

f1

Figure 4. NSGA-II replacement scheme.
NSGA-II [39] is one of the most used multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in
tackling real world problems including SE ones [29][30]to find trade-offs between different
objectives simultaneously. It begins by generating an offspring population from a parent one
by means of variation operators (crossover and mutation) such that both populations have the
same size. After that, it ranks the merged population (parents and children) into several nondominated layers, called fronts, as depicted by figure 4. Non-dominated solutions are assigned
a rank of 1 and constitute the first layer. Non-dominated solutions according to the population
truncated of the layer 1 are assigned rank of 2 and constitute the layer 2. This process is
continued until the ranking of all parent and children individuals. After that, each solution is
assigned a diversity score, called crowding distance, frontwise. This distance corresponds to
the half of the perimeter of the cuboid having the two closest neighboring solutions to the
considered individual as vertices. It is important to note that extreme solutions are assigned an
infinite crowding score since they are of great importance for diversity. The fitness in NSGAII is not a scalar value. In fact, it is a couple (rank, crowding distance). Solutions having better
ranks are emphasized. Among solutions having the same rank (belonging to the same layer),
solutions having larger crowding distances are emphasized since they are less crowded than
the others. Once all individuals of the merged population are assigned a rank and a diversity
score, we perform the environmental selection to form the parent population for the next
generation. Indeed, solutions belonging to the best layers are selected. Figure 4 illustrates this
12

process where the last selected layer is the 4th one. Usually, the cardinality of the last layer
(layer 4 in figure 4) is greater than the number of available slot in the parent population of the
next generation. As denoted by figure 4, solutions of the 4th layer are selected based on their
crowding distance values. In this way, most crowded solutions are discouraged to remain in
the race; thereby emphasizing population diversification. To sum up, the Pareto ranking
encourages convergence and the crowding factor procedure emphasizes diversity, therefore
NSGA-II is an elitist multi-objective EA which is today widely used to address real-world
problems including search-based software engineering ones (SBSE).
Problem Formulation
The model merging problem involves searching for the best sequence of applying composite
3.2.3

operations among the set of candidate ones, which constitutes a huge search space. A solution
is a sequence of operations where the goal of applying the sequence to a software system S is
typically to minimize the number of disabled refactorings and maximize the number of
important enabled ones. In a real-world setting, operations that are applied by different
developers cannot be treated with an equal importance. The operations introduced in parallel
can be related to new requirements/features, fixing bugs, or improve the quality [23]. In
addition, these operations are applied to different classes that are not equally important in
terms of size, number of features implemented, number of methods, etc. In general, the size of
the class is important to determine its importance [28]. Furthermore, a team manager can have
different preferences and priorities for the new release such as including some important
features or fixing bugs. Thus, it is important to prioritize some operations that can stratify the
preferences of managers during the merging process. However, most of existing work did not
take into consideration this aspect/objective when merging parallel software changes.
We propose, in this paper, a multi-objective formulation of the model merging problem that
takes the importance of the refactoring operations to merge into account. Consequently, we
have two objective functions in our problem formulation: (1) minimize the number of
disabled refactorings, and (2) maximize the number of important enabled refactorings.
Analytically speaking, the formulation of the model merging problem can be stated as
follows:
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⎧Minimizef1 ( S ) = ndo
⎪
nb _ enabled _ ref
⎨
Maximizef
(
S
)
=
Importance( xi )
∑
2
⎪
i =1
⎩
where ndo is the number of disabled operations, xi is the i-th enabled operations in the
sequence S, and Importance(xi) is the importance of the operation xi in S.
The goal is to define an efficient and simple—in the sense that it is not computationally
expensive—fitness function in order to reduce the computational complexity. This function
should evaluate the number of disabled operations. Therefore, we use previously developed
tools to specify composite operations including their preconditions in combination with an
engine for evaluating the conditions in a certain model state (cf. [26][38] for details). As
evaluating conditions can be rather expensive, we only compute whether one operation in a
sequence disables another for each possible pair-wise combination of operations in advance,
instead of checking the preconditions of each operation with the combined effect of every
operation that precedes the operation in the sequence. Please note that this might miss to
detect some disabled operations in certain scenarios: the preconditions of an operation might
be valid with each single preceding operation, but the preceding operations in combination
might still invalidate the preconditions of the subsequent operations. As this is a rather rare
case, we left this issue as a topic of future work.
The information on which operation in a sequence disables the other is represented in terms of
a matrix n × n where n is the number of operations applied originally by the different
developers in total (after eliminating duplicates). Each item in this matrix represents a
combination of two operations and holds a value of either 0 or 1: if an operation i disables the
operation j then, the item (i,j) in the matrix takes the value 1, otherwise it takes 0. Based on
this matrix, we may determine easily the number of disabled operations for a specific
operation sequence by summing up all values in the matrix.
We define the refactoring importance as follows:
numberMetrics

Importance( xi ) = type_importance (x i ) +

∑M

j

(ci )

j =1

such that Mj represents a software metric and ci is the class where the refactoring xi will be
applied. Thus, we defined the class importance using a set of software metrics. In our
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experiments, we considered the following metrics: Weighted Methods per Class (WMC),
Response for a Class (RFC), Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM), Cyclomatic Complexity
(CC), Number of Attributes (NA), Attribute Hiding Factor (AH), Method Hiding Factor
(MH), Number of Lines of Code (NLC), Coupling Between Object Classes (CBO), Number
of Association (NAS), Number of Classes (NC), Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT),
Polymorphism Factor (PF), Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF) and Number of Children
(NOC).
We use a model that considers two categories of composite operations: an operation can be a
Low-Level Operation (LLO) or a High-Level Operations (HLO). HLO is composed by the
combination of two or more operations and LLO is an elementary operation. We classify the
following basic operations in the LLO category: Create_class, delete_method, add_field,
move_method, rename_method, create_relationship, etc. The HLO or complex refactoring are
Extract_class, Extract_subclass, Pull up method, Push down Field, etc. In fact, the application
of these complex refactorings include the execution of some LLO operations. For example,
extract_class includes create_new_class, move_methods, etc. In our experiments, we defined
the type_importance measure as follows:
⎧1, if x i ∈ HLO
type_importance( xi ) = ⎨
⎩0.5, if x i ∈ LLO

There are of course many ways in which the importance of classes and code changes could be
measured, and one of the advantages of the search-based approach is that this definition could
be easily replaced with a different one. In summary, the basic idea behind this work is to take
into account the importance of the operations to merge while maximizing simultaneously the
number of enabled refactorings. These two objectives are in conflict. Thus, the goal is to find
a good compromise. In fact, once the bi-objective trade-off front is obtained, the user can
navigate through this front in order to select his/her preferred merging solution. This is
achieved through sacrificing some degree of number of enabled refactorings while gaining in
terms of including important ones in the merging process.
3.2.4

Solution Approach

The solution approach proposed in this paper lies within the SBSE field. We use the wellknown multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II [39] to try to solve the model
merging problem. As noted by Harman et al. [29][30], a generic algorithm like NSGA-II
15

cannot be used ‘out of the box’ – it is necessary to define problem-specific genetic operators
to obtain the best performance. To adapt NSGA-II to our problem, the required steps are to
create: (1) solution representation, (2) solution variation and (3) solution evaluation. We
examine each of these in the coming paragraphs.
Solution representation. To represent a candidate solution (individual), we use a vector
containing all operations that have been applied by the developers in parallel, whereas each
item in the vector represents a single operation (with links to the elements to which it is
applied) and the order of operations in this vector represents the sequence in which the
operations are applied. Please note that some operations can be eliminated in case they are
equivalent; that is, two developers applied the same operation to the same model elements.
Thus, we exclude duplicates. Consequently, all vectors, each representing one candidate
solution, have the same number of dimensions that corresponds to the number of all parallel
operations applied by all developers.
Figure 5 depicts a possible population of operation sequences for the running example
introduced above, whereas R** refers to the label of the respective refactoring. For instance,
the solutions represented in Figure 5 are composed of five dimensions corresponding to five
operations proposed by two different developers. All the solutions have the same length, but
they constitute a different order.
The proposed algorithm first generates a population randomly from the list of all operations.
Second, crossover and mutation operators are used to generate new populations in the next
iterations as explained in the following.

Figure 5. Population of operation sequences
Solution variation. In a search algorithm, the variation operators play the key role of moving
within the search space with the aim of driving the search towards better solutions. We used
the principle of the Roulette wheel [39] to select individuals for mutation and crossover. The
probability to select an individual for crossover and mutation is directly proportional to its
relative fitness in the population. In each iteration, we select population_size / 2 individuals
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from the population popi to form population popi+1. These (population_size / 2) selected
individuals will “give birth” to another (population_size / 2) new individuals using a
crossover operator. Therefore, two parent individuals are selected, and a sub-vector is picked
on each one. Then, the crossover operator swaps the dimensions and their relative sub-vector
from one parent to the other. When applying the crossover, we ensure that the length of the
vector remains the same. The crossover operator allows creating two offspring p’1 and p’2
from the two selected parents p1 and p2. It is defined as follows: a random position, k, is
selected. The first k operations of p1 become the first k elements of p’1. Similarly, the first k
operations of p2 become the first k operations of p’2.
The mutation operator can be applied to pairs of dimensions selected randomly. Given a
selected solution, the mutation operator first randomly selects one or many pairs of
dimensions of the vector. Then, for each selected pair, the dimensions are swapped.
Solution evaluation. The solution is evaluated based on the two objective functions defined
in the previous section. Since we are considering a bi-objective formulation, we use the
concept of Pareto optimality to find a set of compromise (Pareto-optimal) merging solutions.
By definition, a solution x Pareto-dominates a solution y if and only if x is at least as good as y
in all objectives and strictly better than y in at least one objective. The fitness of a particular
solution in NSGA-II corresponds to a couple (Pareto Rank, Crowding distance). In fact,
NSGA-II classifies the population individuals (of parents and children) into different layers,
called non-dominated fronts. Non-dominated solutions are assigned a rank of 1 and then are
discarded temporary from the population. Non-dominated solutions from the truncated
population are assigned a rank of 2 and then discarded temporarily. This process is repeated
until the entire population is classified with the domination metric. After that, a diversity
measure, called crowding distance, is assigned front-wise to each individual. The crowding
distance is the average side length of the cuboid formed by the nearest neighbors of the
considered solution. Once each solution is assigned its Pareto rank, based on the values of the
fitness functions, in addition to its crowding distance, mating selection and environmental
selection are performed. This is based on the crowded comparison operator that favors
solutions having better Pareto ranks and, in case of equal ranks, it favors the solution having
larger crowding distance. In this way, convergence towards the Pareto optimal bi-objective
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front (importance, number of enabled refactoring) and diversity along this front are
emphasized simultaneously.
The basic iteration of NSGA-II consists in generating an offspring population (of size N) from
the parent one (of size N too) based on variation operators (crossover and mutation) where the
parent individuals are selected based on the crowded comparison operator. After that, parents
and children are merged into a single population R of size 2N. The parent population for the
next generation is composed of the best non-dominated fronts. When including the last front,
there are usually not enough available slots for all its members. Hence, based on the crowded
comparison operator, solutions having largest crowding distances from the last front are
included in the new parent population and the remaining ones are discarded. This process
continues until the satisfaction of a stopping criterion. The output of NSGA-II is the last
obtained parent population containing the best of the non-dominated solutions found. When
plotted in the objective space, they form the Pareto front from which the user will select
his/her preferred merging solution.
4

Empirical Evaluation

This section describes our empirical study to evaluate our multi-objective model merging
proposal including the research questions to address, the seven open source systems
examined, evaluation metrics considered in our experiments and the statistical tests results.
4.1

Research Questions

We defined six research questions that address the applicability, performance in comparison
to existing merging approaches, and the usefulness of our robust multi-objective merging. The
six research questions are as follows:
RQ1: Search Validation. To validate the problem formulation of our approach, we compared
our NSGA-II formulation with Random Search. If Random Search (RS) outperforms an
intelligent search method thus we can conclude that our problem formulation is not adequate.
RQ2. To what extent can the proposed approach reduce the number of disabled
operations and maximize the number of enabled important operations? It is important to
evaluate the performance of our model merging approach, based on NSGA-II, when applied
to real-world scenarios.
The next four questions are related to the comparison between our proposal and the state-ofthe-art model merging approaches.
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RQ3.1: How does NSGA-II perform compared to another multi-objective algorithm? It
is important to justify the use of NSGA-II for the problem of model merging. We compare
NSGA-II with another widely used multi-objective algorithm, MOPSO (Multi-Objective
Particle Swarm Optimization), [40] using the same fitness functions.
RQ3.2: How does our multi-objective model merging formulation performs compared to
a mono-objective one? A multi-objective algorithm provides a trade-off between the two
objectives where developers can select their desired merging solution from the Pareto-optimal
front. A mono-objective approach uses a single fitness function that is formed as an
aggregation of both objectives and generates as output only one merging solution. This
comparison is required to ensure that the solutions provided by NSGA-II and MOPSO
provide a better trade-off between the two objectives than a mono-objective approach.
Otherwise, there is no benefit to our multi-objective adaptation.
RQ3.3: How does NSGA-II perform compared to existing search-based model merging
approaches? Our proposal is the first work that treats the problem of model merging using a
multi-objective approach. However, in our previous work [38], we used a mono-objective
genetic algorithm for model merging using only one objective which is minimizing the
number of conflicts.
RQ3.4: How does NSGA-II perform compared to existing model merging approaches
not based on the use of metaheuristic search? While it is very interesting to show that our
proposal outperforms existing search-based merging approaches, developers will consider our
approach useful, if it can outperform other existing model merging tools [1] that are not based
on optimization techniques where the operations are applied as they arrive without trying the
find the best sequence/order of applying them.
RQ4: Can our multi-objective approach for model merging be useful for software
engineers in real-world setting? In a real-world problem, it is important to show that it is
useful to consider the importance/priority score related to each refactoring when merging
models. Some scenarios are required to illustrate the importance of the use of a multiobjective approach for model merging in a real-world setting.
4.2

Experimental Setup

4.2.1
Systems Studied
We chose to analyze the extensive evolution of three Ecore metamodels coming from the
Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [8], an open source project for generating graphical
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modeling editors. We considered the evolution from GMF’s release 1.0 over 2.0 to release 2.1
covering a period of two years. For achieving a broader data basis, we analyzed the revisions
of three models, namely the Graphical Definition Metamodel (GMF Graph), the Generator
Metamodel (GMF Gen), and the Mappings Metamodel (GMF Map). Therefore, the respective
metamodel versions had to be extracted from GMF’s version control system and,
subsequently, manually analyzed to determine the actually applied operations between
successive metamodel versions. In addition to GMF, we used model fragments extracted from
three open source projects: GanttProject (Gantt for short) [9], JHotDraw [10], ApacheAnt [42]
and Xerces-J [11]. We considered the evolution across three versions of Gantt (v1.7, v1.8, and
v1.9.10), three versions of JHotDraw (v5.1, v5.2, and v5.3), four versions of ApacheAnt
(v1.6.1, v1.6.2, v1.6.3 and v1.6.4) and four versions of Xerxes-J (v1.4.4, v2.5.0, v2.6.0, and
v2.6.1). Xerces-J is a family of software packages for parsing XML. GanttProject is a crossplatform tool for project scheduling. ApacheAnt is a build tool and library specifically
conceived for Java applications. Finally, JHotDraw is a GUI framework for drawing editors.
Table 1 summarizes for each model evolution scenario the number of applied refactorings, as
well as the number of model elements for the smallest and largest model version.
Additionally, we had to specify all operation types (i.e., their comprised atomic operations
and preconditions) that have been applied across all versions leading to 38 different types of
operations. The evolution of the analyzed models provides a relatively large set of revisions
containing overall 659 different applications of the operation types as shown in Table 1.
Due to the lack of existing parallel revision histories that we could have used for evaluating
our approach, we emulate parallel evolution by dividing the applied operations from the
single revisions into parallel sequences of operations manually and asked five graduate
students to additionally modify different model fragments of these open source systems in
order to cause disabled operations in the considered evolutions.
Table 1. Systems studied in our experiments.
Model
GMF Map
GMF Graph
GMF Gen
GanttProject
Xerces-J
JHotDraw

Number of refactorings
Number of elements (min, max)

14
36
112
72
86
81

367, 428
277,310
883,1295
451, 572
1698,1732
985, 1457
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ApacheAnt

258

2489, 2166

4.2.2
Performance Indicators
When comparing two mono-objective algorithms, it is usual to compare their best solutions
found so far during the optimization process. However, this is not applicable when comparing
two multi-objective evolutionary algorithms since each of them gives as output a set of nondominated (Pareto equivalent) solutions. For this reason, we use the three following
performance indicators [44] when comparing NSGA-II and MOPSO:
−Hypervolume (IHV) corresponds to the proportion of the objective space that is dominated
by the Pareto front approximation returned by the algorithm and delimited by a reference
point. Larger values for this metric mean better performance. The most interesting features of
this indicator are its Pareto dominance compliance and its ability to capture both convergence
and diversity. The reference point used in this study corresponds to the nadir point [43] of the
Reference Front (RF), where the Reference Front is the set of all non-dominated solutions
found so far by all algorithms under comparison.
−Inverse Generational Distance (IGD) is a convergence measure that corresponds to the
average Euclidean distance between the Pareto front Approximation PA provided by the
algorithm and the reference front RF. The distance between PA and RF in an M-objective
space is calculated as the average M-dimensional Euclidean distance between each solution in
PA and its nearest neighbour in RF. Lower values for this indicator mean better performance
(convergence).
−Contribution (IC) corresponds to the ratio of the number of non-dominated solutions the
algorithm provides to the cardinality of RF. Larger values for this metric mean better
performance.
We note that the mono-objective EA provides only one refactorings merging solution, while
NSGA-II and MOPSO generate a set of non-dominated solutions. In order to make
meaningful comparisons, we select the best solution for NSGA-II and MOPSO using a knee
point strategy [43]. The knee point corresponds to the solution with the maximal trade-off
between minimizing the number of conflicts and maximizing the number of enabled
important operations. Hence moving from the knee point in either direction is usually not
interesting for the user. Thus, for NSGA-II and MOPSO, we select the knee point from the
Pareto approximation having the median IHV value. We aim by this strategy to ensure
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fairness when making comparisons against the mono-objective EA. For the latter, we use the
best solution corresponding to the median observation on 51 runs. We use the trade-off
“worth” metric proposed by Rachmawati and Srinivasan [44] to find the knee point. This
metric estimates the worthiness of each non-dominated merging solution in terms of trade-off
between our two conflicting objectives. After that, the knee point corresponds to the solution
having the maximal trade-off “worthiness” value. We used these metrics mainly to compare
between mono-objective and multi-objective approaches defined as follows:
−Number of disabled refactoring operations (NDR).
−Importance of enabled refactoring operations (IER) is defined as follows:
k

IER( S ) = ∑ importance( Ri )
i =1

where importance is as defined in Section 3.2.
−Automatic correctness (AC) consists of comparing the suggested operation order to the
expected one, operation by operation. AC method has the advantage of being automatic and
objective. However, since different possibilities exist to avoid disabled operations, AC could
reject a good solution because it yields different operation sequences from the original one.
To account for those situations, we also use manual correctness (MC) for evaluating the
correctness of the proposed sequence, again operation by operation. When calculating MC,
we verify whether the proposed operation sequence preserves the semantics of the design (and
not only avoids disabled operations).
−Computational time (ICT) is a measure of efficiency employed here since more than one
objective may cause the search to use more time in order to find a set of Pareto-optimal tradeoffs.
4.2.3
Statistical Tests
Since metaheuristic algorithms are stochastic optimizers, they can provide different results for
the same problem instance from one run to another. For this reason, our experimental study is
performed based on 51 independent simulation runs for each problem instance and the
obtained results are statistically analyzed by using the Wilcoxon rank sum test [45] with a
95% confidence level (α = 5%). The latter verifies the null hypothesis H0 that the obtained
results of two algorithms are samples from continuous distributions with equal medians, as
against the alternative that they are not, H1. The p-value of the Wilcoxon test corresponds to
the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis H0 while it is true (type I error). A p-value that
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is less than or equal to α (≤ 0.05) means that we accept H1 and we reject H0. However, a pvalue that is strictly greater than α (> 0.05) means the opposite. In fact, for each problem
instance, we compute the p-value of random search, MOPSO and mono-objective search
results with NSGA-II ones. In this way, we could decide whether the outperformance of
NSGA-II over one of each of the others (or the opposite) is statistically significant or just a
random result.
To answer the first research question RQ1 an algorithm was implemented where merging
solutions were randomly generated (random sequence) at each iteration. The obtained Pareto
fronts were compared for statistically significant differences with NSGA-II using IHV, IGD
and IC.
To answer RQ2, we evaluated the average of NDR, IER, AC and MC scores for nondominated merging solutions proposed by NSGA-II. To answer RQ3.1 we implemented a
widely used multi-objective algorithm, namely multi-objective particle swarm optimization
(MOPSO) and we compared NSGA-II and MOPSO using the same quality indicators used in
RQ1. In addition, we used boxplots to analyze the distribution of the results and discover the
knee point (best trade-off between the objectives).
To answer RQ3.2 we implemented a mono-objective Genetic Algorithm (Agg-GA) [5] where
one fitness function is defined as an average of the two objectives. The multi-objective
evaluation measures (IHV, IGD and IC) cannot be used in this comparison thus we considered
the NDR, IER, AC and MC metrics. To answer RQ3.3 we compared NSGA-II with our
previous mono-objective work for model merging [38] where the importance/priority of
operations is not taken into account. We considered different metrics for the comparison such
as NDR, IER, AC and MC. To answer RQ3.4 we used an existing model merging tool [1] not
based on optimization techniques where the operations are applied as they arrive without
trying the find the best sequence/order of applying them. We compared the results of this tool
with NSGA-II using NDR, IER, AC and MC metrics since only one solution can be proposed
by [1] and not a set of “non-dominated” solutions.
To answer the last question (RQ4) we discussed on how the shape of the Pareto front can help
developers to select the best merging solution based on their preferences.
4.2.4
Parameter Setting and Tuning
Parameter setting has a significant influence on the performance of a search algorithm on a
particular problem instance. For this reason, for each algorithm and for each system (cf. Table
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2), we perform a set of experiments using several population sizes: 50, 100, 200, 300 and 500.
The stopping criterion was set to 100000 evaluations for all algorithms in order to ensure
fairness of comparison. The MOPSO used in this paper is the Non-dominated Sorting PSO
(NSPSO) proposed by Li [40]. The other parameters’ values were fixed by trial and error and
are as follows: (1) crossover probability = 0.8; mutation probability = 0.5 where the
probability of gene modification is 0.3; stopping criterion = 100000 evaluations. For MOPSO,
the cognitive and social scaling parameters c1 and c2 were both set to 2.0 and the inertia
weighting coefficient w decreased gradually from 1.0 to 0.4.
System
GMF Map
GMF Graph
GMF Gen
GanttProject
Xerces-J
JHotDraw
ApacheAnt

4.3

Table 2. Best population size configurations.
NSGA-II MOPSO
Agg-GA
GA
100
100
200
200
100
100
200
200
100
200
200
200
200
300
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
500
500
500
300
500
500
500

RS
200
200
200
200
300
300
300

Results Analysis

This section describes and discusses the results obtained for the different research questions
of Section 4.1.
4.3.1
Results for RQ1
We do not dwell long in answering the first research question (RQ1) that involves comparing
our approach based on NSGA-II with random search. The remaining research questions will
reveal more about the performance, insight, and usefulness of our approach.
Table 3 confirms that both multi-objective algorithms NSGA-II and MOPSO are better than
random search based on the three quality indicators IHV, IGD and IC on all the seven open
source systems. The Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that in 51 runs both NSGA-II and
MOPSO results were significantly better than random search. In addition, Tables 4 and 5, and
Figures 6 and 7 confirm the outperformance of NSGA-II and MOPSO comparing to random
search in terms of number of disabled refactoring, importance of enabled refactoring and
automatic and manual correctness. In fact, random search is not efficient to generate good
merging solutions using all the above metrics in 100% of the experiments. Thus, an intelligent
algorithm is required to find good trade-offs to propose efficient merging solutions. We
conclude that there is empirical evidence that our multi-objective formulation surpasses the
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performance of random search thus our formulation is adequate and the use of metaheursitic
search is justified (this answers RQ1).
Table 3. The significantly best algorithm among random search, NSGA-II and MOPSO
(Not sign. diff. means that NSGA-II and MOPSO are significantly better than random
search, but not statistically different).
System
GMF Map
GMF Graph
GMF Gen
GanttProject
Xerces-J
JHotDraw
ApacheAnt

IHV
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
Not sign. diff.
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
NSGA-II

IGD
NSGA-II
Not sign. diff.
MOPSO
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
NSGA-II

IC
NSGA-II
Not sign. diff.
MOPSO
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
NSGA-II
NSGA-II

4.3.2
Results for RQ2
In this section, we evaluate the performance of NSGA-II to find good trade-offs between the
two objectives of minimizing the number of disabled refactorings and maximizing the number
of important enabled ones. Table 4 confirms that our NSGA-II adaptation was successful in
generating merging sequences that minimize the number of disabled refactorings. In fact, the
highest number of disabled refactorings is 26 (ApacheAnt) and the lowest one is 3 (GMF
Map). The number of disabled refactorings seems very reasonable if we consider the high
number of refactorings, more than 250, to merge for ApacheAnt.
Table 4. Median number of disabled refactorings on 51 independent runs. The results were
statistically significant on 31 independent runs using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with a 99%
confidence level (α < 1%).
Systems

GMF Map
GMF Graph
GMF Gen
GanttProject
Xerces-J
JHotDraw
ApacheAnt

NDR-NSGA-IINDR-MOPSONDR-RS NDR-AggGA NDR-GA[38] NDR-Practical [1]

3
6
16
21
12
11
26

4
8
18
23
12
14
29

7
14
43
31
34
29
68

6
11
23
34
19
18
34

3
5
16
19
12
11
23

8
16
49
33
29
37
71

Table 5 shows that NSGA-II provides merging solutions that not only minimize the number
of disabled operations, as described in Table 4, but also maximize the number of important
enabled ones. This confirms that most of the disabled refactorings are not very important and
it is interesting that the importance of the operations can help the algorithm which operation
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to disable when conflicts are detected. The highest importance score of enabled refactorings is
471.6 for ApacheAnt and the lowest importance score is 28.6 for GMF Map. An interesting
observation that the highest and lowest number of disabled refactorings are also found in the
same systems Ant-Apache and GMF Map thus it is evident that NSGA-II finds the best tradeoff between our two conflicting objectives. This is can be explained by the fact that the
algorithm tried to disabled operation with the lowest importance when a conflict is detected to
optimize simultaneously both objectives.
Table 5. Median importance scores of enabled refactoring on 51 independent runs. The
results were statistically significant on 31 independent runs using the Wilcoxon rank sum test
with a 99% confidence level (α < 1%).
Systems

GMF Map
GMF Graph
GMF Gen
GanttProject
Xerces-J
JHotDraw
ApacheAnt

IER-NSGA-IIIER-MOPSO IER-RS IER-AggGA IER-GA[38] IER-Practical [1]

28.6
39.4
194.5
128.3
139.1
142.8
471.6

27.4
41.1
189.4
131.2
134.4
138.7
452.2

19.1
22.5
112.8
84.2
88.1
89.4
295.6

23.4
29.8
138.1
98.3
96.1
101.4
319.4

18.8
19.6
108.4
81.4
86.3
84.5
288.6

17.4
18.1
101.8
78.6
81.3
80.6
283.4

Since it is not sufficient to evaluate the performance of our NSGA-II adaptation using metrics
similar to the fitness functions, we considered two other metrics related to automatic and
manual correctness. Figure 6 shows that the suggested merging solutions using NSGA-II are
similar to the “reference” solution provided manually by developers with more 78% for all the
7 systems. However, it is a fastidious process for developers to manually merge parallel
operations thus sometimes better solutions can be provided by our automated merging
algorithm. A deviation with the set of reference solutions did not means sometimes that there
is an error/conflict with our multi-objective solutions but it could be another possible good
merging solution different from the reference ones. To this end, we evaluated the suggested
solutions by NSGA-II manually and we calculated a manual correctness score. Figure 7
confirms that most of the suggested merging solutions are good with an average of more than
85% in all the seven systems. This manual validation provides strong evidence that our
merging solutions make sense semantically and could be applied to provide coherent model
versions/releases.
To better evaluate the performance of our NSGA-II adaptation for the problem of model
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merging, we compare in the next section its performance with existing model merging
techniques.

Figure 6. Automatic correctness median values on 51 independent runs for the case studies

Figure 7. Manual correctness median values on 51 independent runs for the case studies
4.3.3
Results for RQ3
In this section, we compare our NSGA-II adaptation to the current, state-of-the-art model
merging approaches. To answer RQ3.1, we compared NSGA-II to another widely used multiobjective algorithm, MOPSO, using the same adapted fitness function. Table 3 shows the
overview of the results of the significance tests comparison between NSGA-II and MOPSO.
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NSGA-II outperforms MOPSO in most of the cases: 17 out of 21 experiments (81%).
MOPSO outperforms the NSGA-II approach only in GMF Gen, which is one of the smallest
open source system considered in our experiments, having a low number of operations to
merge, so it appears that MOPSO’s search operators make a better task of working with a
smaller search space. In particular, NSGA-II outperforms MOPSO in terms of IHV values in
6 out 7 experiments with one ‘no significant difference’ result. Regarding IGD and IC,
NSGA-II outperformed MOPSO in 5 out of 7 experiments, where only one case was not
statistically significant, namely GMF Graph and one case where MOPSO provides better
results namely GMF Gen.
A more qualitative evaluation is presented in Figure 8 illustrating the box plots obtained for
the multi-objective metrics on the different projects. We see that for almost all problems the
distributions of the metrics values for NSGA-II have smaller variability than for MOPSO.
This fact confirms the effectiveness of NSGA-II over MOPSO in finding a well-converged
and well-diversified set of Pareto-optimal merging solutions.

Figure 8. Boxplots using the quality measures (a) IC, (b) IHV, and (c) IGD applied to NSGAII and MOPSO.
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Next, we use all five metrics NDR, IER, AC, MC and ICT to compare three robust refactoring
algorithms: our NSGA-II adaptation, MOPSO, a mono-objective genetic algorithm (MonoEA) that has a single fitness function aggregating the two objectives, mono-objective model
merging [38] and a manual merging tool [1]. In order to make meaningful comparisons, we
select the best solution for NSGA-II and MOPSO using a knee point strategy [43]. Thus, for
NSGA-II and MOPSO, we select the knee point from the Pareto approximation having the
median IHV value. For the latter, we use the best solution corresponding to the median
observation on 51 runs. The results of the comparison from 51 runs are depicted in Table 3,
Table 4, Table 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 9. It can be seen that both NSGA-II and
MOPSO provide a better trade-off between quality and robustness than a mono-objective EA
in all seven systems.
As described in Table 3, for NDR, the number of disabled refactorings using NSGA-II is
lower than MOPSO in all systems however the lowest number of disabled refactoring is
provided by the mono-objective genetic algorithm approach [38] where only one objective
(maximizing the number of enabled refactorings) is considered. The number of disabled
refactorings is the same between NSGA-II and [40] in 50% of the cases thus NSGA-II can
provide similar results to the mono-objective approach while taking into account the
importance of enabled refactorings (Table 4). The mono-objective GA approach that
aggregates all the two objectives in one provides highest number of disabled refactorings than
NSGA-II, MOPSO and [38] in 100% of the cases. This confirms that it is difficult to find
trade-offs between conflicting objectives aggregated in only one fitness function. The random
search and the practical merging tool residing on a manual merge process [1] provides the
highest number of disabled conflicts due the huge search space to explore to find the best
sequence.
Table 4 describes the results of the comparison of our NSGA-II adaptation with the state-ofthe-art merging approaches in terms of enabling the most of important refactorings for model
merging (IER). NSGA-II suggests the best merging sequences that increase the number of
enabled important refactorings for all systems except for Gantt. MOPSO outperforms NSGAII in terms of IER only for Gantt and GMF Graph. The deviation between the performance of
NSGA-II comparing to the performance of other approaches (except MOPSO) is high since
all the mono-objective and manual approaches provides low importance score of the enabled
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refactoring on all the seven systems. This can be explained by the fact that multi-objective
formulation selected the least important refactorings to disable when a conflict is detected. A
more qualitative evaluation of NDR and IER is presented in Figure 9. It clearly shows the
high deviation between the multi-objective and mono-objective formulation on 51 runs in
terms of IRE and also it is important to note that the results of our multi-objective formulation
is similar to the mono-objective ones in terms of NDR as described in Figure 9.
For AC and MC, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the solutions provided by NSGA-II have the
highest manual and automatic correctness values. In fact, the average AC value for NSGA-II
is 83% and it is lower than 80% for all the remaining algorithms for the seven systems. The
same observation is valid for MC, NSGA-II has the highest MC average value with 86%
while the remaining algorithms their MC average is lower than 82%. Figures 6 and 7 reveal
also an interesting observation that there is no correlation between the number of operations
to merge and the correctness values. More precisely, we sort AC and MC based on the
number of refactorings for each open source system. From this data, we conclude that AC and
MC are not necessarily affected negatively by a larger number of refactorings. For example,
MC even increases from 82% to 88% when the number of refactorings increases from 86 to
112. Thus, we can conclude that our proposal shows a good scalability and is not affected
negatively by the number of refactorings. However, when the number of operations increases,
it does not necessarily mean that the number of disabled operations does.
Regarding IC, the execution time of NSGA-II is invariably lower than that of MOPSO with
the same number of iterations (10.000), however the execution time required by Mono-EA
(1h34 in average) is lower than both NSGA-II and MOPSO (1h58 in average for NSGA-II
and 2h09 for MOPSO). It is well known that a mono-objective algorithm requires less
execution time for convergence since only one objective is handled. However, the execution
times of NSGA-II and MOPSO are not so far from those of mono-objective algorithms. For
this reason, we can say that our proposal has an accepted efficiency since it generates high
quality solutions with a CPU time that is not significantly larger than the time needed by
mono-objective algorithms.
In conclusion, we answer RQ3.1-3.4, the results support the claim that our NSGA-II
formulation provides a good trade-off between both objectives, and outperforms on average
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the state-of-the-art of model merging approaches, both search-based and manual.

Figure 9. Boxplots using the measures NDR and IER applied to NSGA-II, MOPSO, Agg-GA,
[38] and Random Search (RS) on the different systems for 51 independent runs: GMF Graph,
GMF Map, GMF Gen, Gantt, JHotDraw, Xerces-J and ApacheAnt.

4.3.4

Results for RQ4
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Figure 10. Pareto fronts for NSGA-II obtained on three open source systems:GMF Graph
(small), JHotDraw (medium), and ApacheAnt (large).
Figure 10 depicts the different Pareto surfaces obtained on three open source systems (Apache
Ant, JHotDraw and GMF Graph) using NSGA-II to optimize both objectives related to
minimizing the number of disabled refactorings and maximizing the number of important
enabled ones. Due to space limitations, we show only some examples of the Pareto-optimal
front approximations obtained which differ significantly in terms of size. Similar observations
were obtained on the remaining systems. The 2-D projection of the Pareto front helps
software engineers to select the best trade-off solution between the two objectives based on
their own preferences. Based on the plots of Figure 10, the engineer could increase the
number of disabled operations in favor of some important operations to include while
controlling visually the importance cost which corresponds to the number of conflicts created.
In this way, the manager can select the preferred merging solution to realize.
One striking feature about all the three plots is that starting from the lowest number of
disabled operations solution the trade-off between both objectives is not in favor of including
important operations in the merging process, meaning that the number of enabled operations
degrades slowly with a fast increase in the overall importance score of considered operations
in the merging up to the knee point, marked in each figure. Thereafter, there is a sharp drop in
the number of enabled operations with only an important increase in the importance score of
considered operations in the merging solutions. It is very interesting to note that this property
of the Pareto-optimal front is apparent in all the problems considered in this study. It is likely
that a software engineer would be drawn to this knee point as the probable best trade-off
between our both objectives. Without any consideration of the importance of operations in
the search process, one would obtain the highest number of enabled operations in solution all
the time, but Figure 10 shows how a better merging solution that include important operations
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can be obtained by sacrificing just a little in the number of total enabled refactorings. Another
interesting observation in Figure 10 is that the number of solutions in the Pareto fronts is not
high, thus this can help the managers/developers to select the best solution based on their
preferences.
We also compared the merging solution at the knee-point for JHotDraw with the best mering
solution that maximizes only the number of enabled operations to understand why the former
solution finds a good trade-off. We found that the knee-point solution disabled refactorings
that were not important and not applied to important classes. Hence we conclude that RQ4 is
affirmed and that the multi-objective approach has value for software engineers in a realworld setting that can help managers to prioritize some operations that should be included in a
new model version.
4.4

Threats to Validity

Following the methodology proposed by Wohlin et al. [46], there are four types of threats that
can affect the validity of our experiments. We consider each of these in the following
paragraphs.
Conclusion validity is concerned with the statistical relationship between the treatment and
the outcome. We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test with a 95% confidence level to test if
significant differences existed between the measurements for different treatments. This test
makes no assumption that the data is normally distributed and is suitable for ordinal data, so
we can be confident that the statistical relationships we observed are significant.
Internal validity is concerned with the causal relationship between the treatment and the
outcome. When we observe an increase in the number of important operations that are
enabled, was it caused by our multi-objective merging approach, or could it have occurred for
another reason? We dealt with internal threats to validity by performing 51 independent
simulation runs for each problem instance. This makes it highly unlikely that the observed
increase in the number of important enabled operations was caused by anything other than the
applied multi-objective merging approach.
Construct validity is concerned with the relationship between theory and what is observed.
Most of what we measure in our experiments are standard metrics such as IHV, IGD, etc. that
are widely accepted as good proxies for quality. The notion of refactoring operations
importance we use in this paper is new and so constitutes a possible threat to construct
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validity. However, the formula we use for refactoring operations importance is a routine size
measure so, while many other definitions are possible, perhaps another formulation would
yield very different results. We also assume that part of the importance formula is assigned on
a per-type basis, so e.g., all the operations within the same type have almost the same
importance score. In reality, a developer would probably want to assign different importance
scores to different operations within the same type. While this is a weakness in our model, we
do not anticipate that very different results would be obtained using a per-instance model. We
considered the importance of each refactoring as an input of our approach; we will investigate
in the future the impact of different definitions of the operation importance formula on the
quality of the merging results.
External validity refers to the generalizability of our findings. In this study, we performed our
experiments on seven different widely used open-source systems belonging to different
domains and having different sizes, as described in Table 1. However, we cannot assert that
our results can be generalized to industrial Java applications, other programming languages,
and to other practitioners. Future replications of this study are necessary to confirm our
findings.
5

Related Work

Research on versioning systems has a long tradition in software engineering dating back to
the early 1970s [31]. Conradi & Westfechtel [32] proposed so-called version models to
characterize and document the diversity of existing versioning approaches. In this paper, we
consider extensional versioning in terms of having explicit model versions as well as the
operation sequences between them available in versioning systems. Furthermore, we focus on
the merge phase of the optimistic versioning process and base on existing approaches to
support the predecessor phases, namely operation detection and conflict detection.
With respect to the contribution of this paper, namely to integrate two parallel operation
histories into one operation sequence that maximizes the number of successfully applied
important operations, related work dates back to the early 1990ies. Before that time, merging
has been mostly achieved based on the states of the artifacts under version control [23]. The
origin work on operation-based merging has been published by Lippe [14]. He pointed out
several advantages of operation-based merging over purely state-based merging and
contributed the important notion of frontier set. The frontier set, including frontier points, is
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an indicator how far one can merge two sequences of operations. One goal is to shift the
frontier points as far away from the original model version as possible to maximize the
applicability of the performed operations. One way to shift the frontier points is to reorder the
atomic operations, i.e., to apply all non-conflicting atomic operations before the conflicting
ones. What we have contributed with our search-based approach is a mechanism to minimize
the critical points in the merge process where users have to be involved, even when composite
operations, such as refactorings, have been applied.
Operation-based merging has been heavily applied in asynchronous collaborative graphical
editing. Edwards [13] has defined several strategies for combining two operation sequences
into one sequence. The strategies range from fully automatic merging by computing each
possible sequence of non-conflicting operations to interactive merging allowing the user to
decide how each operation of a conflicting operation pair should be incorporated in the finally
merged model. Ignat & Norrie [15] have compared an operation-based approach and a statebased approach for merging operation logs of collaborative graphical editors. They
distinguish “real” conflicts from resolvable conflicts. The latter may be resolved by finding an
appropriate order to incorporate the operations to the finally merged model. For finding the
appropriate order, priority lists for operation types have to be defined. In our approach, we
also use priorities for operations, but only for “real conflicts” and not for resolvable conflicts
as proposed by Ignat & Norrie. The latter are resolved by searching for the sequences that
allow applying the operations of resolvable conflicts. Munson & Dewan present a flexible
framework for merging arbitrary objects, which may be configured in terms of merge policies
[34]. Merge policies may be tailored by users to their specific needs and include rules for
conflict detection and rules for automatic conflict resolution. Actions for automatic conflict
resolution are defined in merge matrices and incorporate the kinds of atomic operations made
to the object and the users who performed those operations. Thus, it may be configured, e.g.,
that operations of specific users always dominate operations of others, or that updates outpace
deletions.
With the advent of MDE, the research topic collaborative modeling is gaining momentum.
Several state-based approaches for model versioning have been proposed (cf. [16][23] for an
overview), as well as a few operation-based approaches. Koegel et al. [18] record operations
in modeling editors and provide conflict detection for two sequences of recorded operations.
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They also support composite operations, but only consider how these operations are build up
from atomic operations while explicit preconditions are disregarded. If they detect that a
composite operation is in conflict with an atomic operation, they let the user decide which one
to take. Similarly, Barret et al. [19] discuss pushing the frontier points as far as possible by
incorporating all non-conflicting operations to produce a merged model and then let again the
user decide which operation of a conflict pair to prioritize. Other operation-based approaches
for models have been presented in [20][22][34], but no dedicated reordering strategies have
been discussed. In [35], the authors present a fixed merge policy with a dedicated focus on
raising the number of enabled parallel operations applied on ordered features by interleaving
insert operations of both developers and relaxing the constraint that the inserted elements
have to be exactly at the given index as long as the relative order of them is still given. In
[21], the authors mention that finding an appropriate sequence for unifying the operations of
two parallel operation sets may be considered as an optimization problem, but they based
their approach on manual conflict resolution during the merge process. Cicchetti et al. [36]
propose an adaptable merging algorithm by defining conflict patterns describing specific
difference patterns which are supplemented with a reconciliation strategy. Such strategies
state how the conflicts should be automatically resolved by specifying either which side
should be preferred in the merge process or by introducing a transformation to resolve the
conflict. While policy-based approaches require user intervention in certain conflict cases
where no policy is at hand, [28] present a formal merge approach based on graph
transformation theory, yielding a merged model by construction and defers the resolution of
conflicts. A similar strategy is followed in [37] where conflicts are resolved after the merge
collaboratively.
In summary, reasoning on arbitrary application orders of the operations to unify (including
composite operations) to find the order that is maximizing the successful application of the
operations is not considered by existing operation-based merge approaches. State-of-the-art
approaches mostly reside on a two-phase process: first, they apply the non-conflicting
operations and then let the user select the operation to be prioritized out of two conflicting
operations. In contrast, our approach explores arbitrary sequences and the result is the most
applicable sequence of operations found by the genetic algorithm. Thus, we are able to
minimize the critical and labor-intensive tasks involving user interaction in the merge process
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going beyond existing state-of-the-art approaches.
Our proposal is part of the search-based software engineering (SBSE) contributions [29].
SBSE uses search-based approaches to solve optimization problems in software engineering.
Based on surveys proposed by Harman et al. [29][30], our work represents the first attempt to
treat the problem of model merging as a combinatorial optimization problem. SBSE
techniques were applied to a close problem to software merging which is software refactoring.
Search-based refactoring, i.e., fully automated refactoring driven by metaheuristic search and
guided by software quality metrics and used subsequently to address the problem of
automating design improvement [47]. Seng et al. [48] propose a search-based technique that
uses a genetic algorithm over refactoring sequences. The employed metrics are mainly related
to various class level properties such as coupling, cohesion, complexity and stability.
Kessentini et al. [49] also propose a single-objective combinatorial optimization using a
genetic algorithm to find the best sequence of refactoring operations that improve the quality
of the code by minimizing as much as possible the number of code smells detected using a set
of quality metrics. Harman and Tratt were the first to introduce the concept of Pareto
optimality to search-based refactoring [50]. They use it to combine two metrics into a fitness
function, namely CBO (coupling between objects) and SDMPC (standard deviation of
methods per class), and demonstrate that it has several advantages over the weighted-sum
approach. In all these search-based refactoring work, the problem of merging refactorings
were not addressed.
6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a novel multi-objective approach for merging parallel versions of models
by finding the best operation sequence that take into account the importance of the operations
to merge. Having such a sequence is very useful in model versioning to find a tentative
merge, as a basis for subsequently resolving the remaining conflicts manually. Therefore, a
merged model is necessary that maximizes the combined effect of all operations that have
been applied by multiple developers in parallel to the same model. This is achieved by finding
an optimal (potentially interleaved) order of operations that minimizes the number of disabled
operations. Furthermore, it is useful for team managers to select merging solutions that
include the most important operations while minimizing the number of disabled ones. As the
search space in terms of all possible sequences of operations is potentially huge and we have
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two conflicting objectives to optimize, we considered in this paper the merging process as a
multi-objective optimization problem.
We evaluated our proposal with seven real-world model evolutions extracted from different
open source systems. The experiment results indicate clearly that the number of disabled
operations is reduced significantly in comparison to the number of disabled operations
without taking into consideration the different possible operation orders. Furthermore, the
results provide strong evidence to support the claim that our proposal enables the generation
of efficient model merging solutions to be comparable in terms of minimizing the number of
conflicts to those suggested by existing approaches and to carry a high importance score of
merged operations.
Although our approach has been evaluated with real-world models with a reasonable number
of applied operations, we are working now on larger models and with larger lists of operations
applied in parallel. This is necessary to investigate more deeply the applicability of the
approach in practice, but also to study the performance of our approach when dealing with
very large models. We will be extending our evaluation on different industrial automotive
projects in collaboration with several team managers. Moreover, we plan to include different
other factors related to the importance of operations. More generally, we plan to extend this
work by fixing detected conflicts and considering additional objectives to optimize during the
merging process.
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